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‘SAFE SPACES’ 

A PASTORAL SUPPORT SERVICE FOR VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF ABUSE 
 

1. CONTEXT AND HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SERVICE 

1.1 Catholic Church 

Prior to the Visit of Pope Benedict XVI to the United Kingdom in 2010, the Catholic Bishops’ of England 

and Wales recognised that the pastoral response of the Catholic Church to the needs of victims and 

survivors of abuse had to be made more consistent and personalised. The strategic aim which 

followed from that recognition was given further encouragement by the Holy Father in the speeches 

and homilies he gave during his Visit, particularly in reference to the private meeting he had with a 

group of survivors.  

At their November Plenary Assembly in 2011, the Bishops’ made the vision of a more consistent and 

unified pastoral response to victims of abuse into a strategic objective and tasked the National 

Catholic Safeguarding Commission to develop a pastoral care service for victims and survivors, 

“…which will help to ensure that the Church responds appropriately and sensitively to their needs at 

every stage”. 

At the November 2016 Plenary Assembly of the CBCEW, a progress report from the working party 

was presented by the NCSC to the Bishops with a fully developed proposal for a ‘Pastoral Support 

Service’ for victims and survivors of abuse. The plans received the unanimous support of the bishops 

and agreement was given that the working party should progress to the tendering process for the 

service. 

Following this meeting, the Chair of the NCSC received the significant information that the Church of 

England was also developing a similar service. 

1.2 Church of England 

The Church of England’s early development of a service, given the name of ‘Safe Spaces’, came from 

discussions between the Bishop of Durham and the organisation ‘Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse 

Survivors’ (“MACSAS”), and the apology to survivors made at the General Synod in 2013. Initial grant 

funding was secured by the National Safeguarding Team of the Church of England via the ‘Allchurches 

Trust’ to develop Safe Spaces in 2015, but progress was delayed by the absence of dedicated project 

management provision. 

Following initial discussions between the Chair of the NCSC and the then National Safeguarding 

Adviser to the Church of England, an outline report of the Catholic Church’s proposal for a pastoral 

support service was presented at a meeting of the Church of England’s National Safeguarding Panel 

in March 2017 with a view to the consideration of a potential collaboration and ecumenical 

partnership in the formation of a joint service. 

1.3 Ecumenical Partnership 

In March 2018, given the similarity of the issues and the commitment of both Churches to setting up 

a national support service for victims and survivors, the Catholic Church in England and Wales and 

the Church of England confirmed their intention to become joint partners. The hope was that other 

ecumenical partners may in time also consider collaborating in the national support service. 

A revised bid was made by the Church of England to the ‘Allchurches Trust’ in March 2018 on the 

basis of building this new ecumenical approach, and a grant was awarded of £292k over 2 years 

subject to grant conditions. 
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The decision was taken by the respective Churches to adopt the name of ‘Safe Spaces’ for the joint 

service (the name was originally put forward by a survivor of abuse). To facilitate and advance the 

collaborative work on the service, a Safe Spaces Management Board was established comprising 

representatives of the Catholic Church and the Church of England. 

The pastoral support service for victims and survivors of abuse which is proposed in this document 

is the fruit of that collaborative work to date. 

 
2. CONSULTATION 

2.1 Consultation with survivors on the service design 

The development of Safe Spaces has been informed by face to face consultation with survivors from 

both Churches via facilitated workshops, and meetings. This consultation has helped to ensure that: 

• The needs of victims and survivors must be at the centre of the service. 

• The service should focus on the pastoral and not just the procedural and must not be re–

traumatizing. 

• Survivors must be listened to, empowered and given choice and control. 

• Survivor voices are central to the quality assurance of the services provided. 

• The services are led by a provider who is independent of both Churches. 

• The service provides different routes for victims/survivors to access immediate support 

outside of the Church to enable victims/survivors who would not ordinarily contact the 

Church directly. 

• Survivors should be supported promptly in complete confidence. 

• Services provided should be sensitive to the faith dimension for survivors and recognise 

some survivors may be fearful of approaching any organisation with links to the Church. 

 
3. PROPOSED SERVICE MODEL 

3.1 Aims of Safe Spaces 

Safe Spaces will provide: 

• An independent national hub helpline and community network of therapeutic support services 

available for adult victims and survivors of church related abuse of any form; 

• An opportunity for survivors to access support via an independent route outside of either Church 

following any allegation of church related abuse. 

3.2 Strategic objectives of Safe Spaces 

The following strategic objectives of Safe Spaces are drawn from the basis on which the Allchurches 

Trust has made its grant available: 

• Ecumenical 

Safe Spaces must ensure ecumenical involvement, along with consistent and meaningful survivor 

input into the project at all levels. The Allchurches Trust expects that the Catholic Church in 

England and Wales will join in the project from the start and as a condition of its funding has asked 

for regular updates on the AC’s partnership with Catholic Church in England and Wales, and with 

other denominations. 

• Scalable 

The operating model must allow for other Christian denominations and churches to join in Safe 

Spaces following the initial two-year pilot, i.e. it must be easily scalable. 
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• Independent 

Following consultation, survivors have indicated that the project must be independent. It must 

not be delivered (or at least be perceived as being delivered) by any participating church. 

• Sustainable 

The project must be put on a proper footing which would, if the participating Churches agree to 
make appropriate financial provision, allow for the project to continue and grow after the pilot. 
Accordingly, the legal, financial and governance structures must be fit for purpose with growth in 
view. As part of the assessment whether the project is on a proper footing, it must not expose 
CaTEW or the AC to unreasonable or unavoidable legal or reputational risk. 

3.3 High level outcomes for survivors 

Survivors’ voices will be at the centre of Safe Spaces and its success will depend on their engagement 

and positive evaluation of the service. 

While each survivor journey is unique, they reported similar issues in the consultation process which 

have informed the following high level outcomes expected for the service; namely, survivors will 

report that: 

• they were listened to and responded to well by the service; 

• they were given choice and control when they accessed support from the service; 

• their experience of receiving support did not re-traumatise them; and, 

• they have experienced a measurable improvement in their wellbeing. 

3.4 Scope and coverage 

Safe Spaces will be targeted towards any adult victim or survivor of church related abuse currently 

living in England or Wales, recognising that children or other victims and survivors of abuse not 

related to the church may also contact the service but will be supported and referred on to the 

appropriate agencies best suited to their needs. 

3.5 Key activities for the service 

Provision of a national central virtual hub alongside the development of virtual Safe Spaces 

community spokes across England and Wales will include the following key activities: 

• Skilled helpline providing on-line trauma support, safety planning in respect of church related 

abuse in adults and children. The service would operate 6 days a week 52 weeks of the year 

to include some hours for evening access and be resourced with trained first response 

support advocates who listen, support, respond and, with consent, assess to provide the 

bespoke offer. 

• Setting up of a light touch small grants process to provide grants of up to £5k to fund 10 
pilots of new or existing community based therapeutic initiatives that support survivors of 
church related abuse, co-produced with survivors and provide innovative responses. 

• Development of a web-base to create a network of virtual community spokes of support 

for victims and survivors that will underpin the central hub. 

It is expected the service will have a role in training and sharing good practice on church related 

abuse. 

 
4. LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND PROCUREMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

4.1 Legal arrangements for delivering Safe Spaces 

Given the Allchurches Trust’s requirement that Safe Spaces be ecumenical, the operation of Safe 

Spaces will require joint working between the Catholic Church in England and Wales and the Church 

of England 
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In the light of the above, and taking account of the consultation with victims and survivors of abuse, 

it would not be appropriate for the activities of Space Spaces to be carried out by either CaTEW or 

the AC. 

 
In order to ensure agile, arms-length oversight and decision-making in connection with the Safe Spaces 
project, the Archbishops’ Council and the Catholic Trust for England and Wales (“CaTEW”) are forming a new 
body, Safe Spaces England and Wales (SSEW), a charitable company. SSEW will contract with an established 
and independent provider of services, Victim Support, for the purpose of supporting victims and survivors of 
Christian church-related abuse.  
 
SSEW will be chaired by an Independent Chair, subject to recruitment, with up to 6 directors – two from each 
of the churches and up to two independent directors, one of which will serve as Independent Chair, and will 
be supported by the Safe Spaces Advisory Committee (SSAC) that will consist of: 
 

• Safeguarding professionals 

• Survivor representatives from each of the churches 

• Legal advisors 

• Financial advisors 

• Communications advisors 

 Acting by its directors, SSEW will provide strategic direction and ensure that service assessment is performed 
regularly and objectively to enable informed decision making. 

 
5. EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY OF SAFE SPACES 

5.1 Evaluation 

The evaluation will be undertaken by the external Independent Evaluation Service 

5.2 Sustainability 

The long-term sustainability and roll out of the pilot nationally will depend upon the evaluation of 

the impact of the service and availability of funding to support its continuation. 

An options appraisal will be undertaken following the findings of the initial 2 year evaluation and any 

impact measurements agreed. These options are likely to include: 

• The widening to other denominations with funding shared by all partners. 

• The scaling-up and scaling-down of part of the service. 

• The continuation funded by an external body or grant. 

• The termination of the service. 
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Conclusion 

The Safe Spaces pilot project represents a ground-breaking opportunity to deliver an entirely new ecumenical 

approach to meeting the care and support needs of survivors of church related abuse across two major 

Churches with the potential for wider roll out with other denominations initially, and other faiths longer term. 

A range of survivors consulted have been active participants in shaping the development of the model over 

a number of months, and it is now critical that contract and service is carefully managed to ensure good 

outcomes for victims and survivors. 


